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Abstract
Undergraduate students’ performance has been extensively studied to identify the critical components in effective teaching and learning pedagogies. This study aims to determine whether the teachers’ practices and implementation of Classroom Assessment Techniques (CAT) enhanced students’ performance in Accounting Principles’ courses and assess students’ perceptions concerning the impact of English language proficiency (EP) and the availability of Saudi-centric textbook materials on students’ performance. Additionally, this study employed the questionnaire survey approach to gain insights into accounting undergraduates’ perceptions of academic performance in Accounting Principles courses. As most students were found to be underachievers, the study outcomes led researchers to propose active learning approaches using CAT as an initiative towards improving students’ performance in benefitting the university and positively transforming the teaching and learning environment.
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1. Introduction
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) were often perceived to accommodate indifferent and unenthusiastic students in quasi-competent graduate development and tolerated cumbersome teaching practices in conventional campuses. The denunciations have driven educational and university authorities towards myriad ‘carrot and stick’ approaches for improved academic performance. Chickering and Gamson (1987) and Kinzie et al. (2019) argued that undergraduate education improvement required students’ and faculty members’ commitment and action and further reiteration on undergraduate education benefits from various initiatives; using active learning techniques, giving prompt feedback, communicating high expectations, and respecting diverse talents and learning methods.

The influence of new research initiatives in educational practices resulted in the need to examine past studies under different settings and periods. Moreover, many studies tended to examine specific factors in isolation or with other factors, specifically in America (Romer, 1993) and Europe (Ilie S. & Lietz P., 2010). The cultural differences dividing Western and traditional Middle Eastern societies were emphasised as the variances potentially influenced the factors affecting student performance, particularly in regional settings.

Studies focusing on students’ learning motivations and strategies and the factors hindering the learning process proved vital in acquiring enhanced academic achievements. The Cambridge University Reporter (2003) stated that academic performance was frequently defined in terms of examination performance. Studies on academic performance were generally typified by undergraduate students’ examination performance. Academic performance was also depicted (in examination results) as one of the primary goals of educational institutions. Roth et al (1996) and Shareef et al., (2015) asserted that high academic performers were generally high professional achievers.

In the University of Hail, research on the factors impacting students’ academic performance remained lacking. Hence, understanding the numerous factors impacting students’ academic progress in education was crucial in facilitating academic design strategies for improved learner academic achievement and educational efficiency. Another noteworthy concept involved the environmental assessment of student motivation, achievement, and performance. A robust model on a synthesis of classroom assessment literature and social cognitive learning and motivation theories were also developed to illustrate the environmental role assessment on student motivation and achievement (Gronlund, 2006; Brookhart, 1997; Penuel & Shepard, 2016; Shepard, et al, 2018; Shepard, 2019).
Predictably, students’ perceptions of the classroom assessment environment influenced motivational beliefs and achievement-related outcomes. In Gronlund (2006), classroom assessment was a regular activity for teachers towards improving the teaching quality and motivating student learning (Gronlund, 2006; Andrade and Brookhart, 2020). Shepard et al. (2018) also emphasised the model integration with motivation and cognitive development that proved essential in classroom assessment. Furthermore, educators affirmed that assessment-related activities in the classroom provided valuable information, hence influencing students’ achievement goals (Harlen & Crick, 2003, Shepard, 2006; Shepard 2019).

In this study, students’ academic performance in accounting courses (based on competency assessments) was defined by students’ demonstration of accounting skills performance or behaviour traits denoting an adequate comprehension of accounting principles. For example, the University of Hail students’ performance in Accounting Principles I and II (ACC101 and ACC102), respectively, were consistently skewed towards the lower performance spectrum (see Figures 1 and 2). The histograms showed the number of students who scored grade A decreased for both ACC101 and ACC102 in 2017. The number of students with Grade C and D remained high since 2013. The main concern is the increase in the number of students who failed. The low performance served as the study impetus, the first objective aimed to determine whether teachers’ practices and implementation of CAT in Accounting Principles courses contributed to students’ performance. As such, this study determined whether the absence of CAT pedagogy led to poor performance.

Figure 1. Students’ grade distributions in Accounting Principle 1 (ACC101) between 2013 and 2017
This study also sought to examine students’ perceptions of English proficiency (EP) and the unavailability of accounting textbooks with relevant content (oriented to the Saudi Arabian context) that affected students’ performance. Another issue concerned the impact of English-Medium Instruction (EMI) on university students’ performance achievement in accounting. Therefore, a positive relationship affirmed the English proficiency-academic performance correlation. Hence, an additional study objective served to examine whether the effect of EMI on students’ academic performance in HEIs was negative. Ultimately, this paper aims to present the exploratory study outcomes on undergraduate students’ performance in accounting principles courses at the University of Hail and provide a window towards the initiation of student performance improvement through CAT.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 1 describes the study background and degree of CAT and English proficiency importance in EMI concerning students’ academic achievement to develop the research premise, Section 2 outlines the literature review, Section 3 presents the research methodology, Section 4 highlights the main results and discussions, and Section 5 discusses the study conclusions and limitations.

1.1 Literature Review

Accounting literature is replete with academic and professional communities, thus demonstrating an interest in the factors affecting student performance in accounting courses, Certified Public Accountant (CPA) exam performance, and success in the accounting profession (Vruwink et al., 1987; Onay & Benligiray, 2018; Papageorgiou & Callaghan, 2020). Other factors, including students’ learning styles, instructors’ teaching styles, and the potential mismatch of both styles were associated with overall student performance (Visser et al., 2006; Chen et al. 2018). The viability of learning and teaching styles in increasing student performance was widely accepted in the educational community. Besides, investigation in business education research influenced the effort on business students’ performance (Johnson et al., 2002; Ferreras-Garcia et al., 2020).

Learning abilities, gender, and race were factors that were reported to affect student performance (Hanson, 2000; Canning et al., 2019). Simmons et al., (2005) and Bang (2020) surmised that family income levels, full attendance, scholarship obtainment, and top achievement in high schools significantly influenced first-generation college students’ performance. Garton et al. (2000) and Mthimunye & Daniels (2019) conducted studies to evaluate students’ efficiency in learning styles and other university admission variables to predict students’ academic performance and retention. The study results demonstrated that core Grade Point Average (GPA), English language proficiency, homework completion, and high admission GPA were the most adequate academic performance predictors. Contrarily, Mertler (2004) and Felten et al., (2016) assigned extensive assessment-related activities in classrooms to imply the importance of identifying assessment activities and promote the adoption of desirable achievement goals. Conclusively, the current emphasis on learning improvement assessment indicated the growing importance of faculty engagement in the process (Kinzie et al., 2019; Reder and Crimmins, 2018; Jankowski et al., 2018).
The exclusion of certain variables served to modify the significance of other determining factors. In some circumstances, inconclusive research results were used as an impetus to change teaching pedagogies (Alton-Lee, 2008; Hunter, 2017; Roose et al., 2019). Particularly, students’ learning-teaching interaction was assumed to be a significant factor affecting student performance, and required teachers to adjust teaching styles to facilitate students’ learning styles. Although the adoption became widespread and dominated the instruction of many academic institutions, a growing scepticism on the validity of the approach was evident (Crossling et al., 2009; Hosal-Akmana & Simga-Mugan, 2010; Barry, 2020). Contrary to emphasising the verified methods of student performance improvement, a growing focus on the learning and teaching philosophy was identified despite limited research support. In the absence of an exact active learning definition under CAT, this study adopted the following attributes in line with Bonwell and Eison (1991):

1. Students do not just listen to the lectures, but the individuals display interest in the topic;
2. Students’ skills development precedes course content delivery;
3. Students use higher-order thinking levels (analysis, synthesis, and evaluation);
4. Students actively participate during lectures through writing, reading, or discussion;
5. Greater emphasis is placed on students’ research on self-assessment and values.

Based on the preceding attributes, active learning invoked students’ involvement and facilitated the learning process while practising. Additionally, numerous studies highlighted active learning strategies (Röhl et al., 2013; Bishop & Verleger, 2012; Tomas et al., 2019; Lundin et al., 2018; Gwo-Jen Hwang, 2019), including visual aids during lectures and encouraging students to write during lectures (note-taking). Collaborative learning through problem-solving was also suggested, such as simulation-based case studies, and problem-based, collaborative, cooperative, or group learning.

Research on student performance included assessment. Undoubtedly, an assessment was the most extensively-used approach in gauging student performance. Traditional assessments involved seven elements: oral exams, true-false questions, multiple-choice, and short-answer questions, matching, completion, and extended short-answer test items (Gronlund, 2006). This study aimed to explore the CAT as an active learning and teaching philosophy to improve student performance.

In Watlings & Ginsburg (2018), students demonstrated unprecedented performance gains on standardised assessments when learning assessment principles were applied in classrooms with further reiterations that classroom assessments (involving accurate and descriptive feedback to active students) could improve learning. Hence, learning assessments surpassed frequent student assessments to include teachers’ collection of assessment results for revised instructions, thus enabling both parties to modify teaching and learning activities.

According to Cross (1989) and Angelo (1991), CAT involved frequent and small-scale assessments conducted in classrooms to improve teaching effectiveness and students’ learning quality. Haugen and Becker (2005) reported that students subjected to frequent classroom assessments had significantly higher-level course grades than other students. The assessment was rarely graded or used anonymous instruments and techniques throughout the semester for on-going teaching and learning micro-assessments. Angelo & Cross (1993) reiterated that classroom assessment strived to improve students’ learning quality rather than merely evaluating or grading students with the dual mission of promoting subject-matter learning while providing feedback on teaching effectiveness (Beard, 1993; Carless, 2016; Dawson et el., 2018; Lopez-Pastor & Sicilia-Camacho, 2017). Hence, CAT aided instructors in shifting the focus from what was being taught to what is being learned and improved the teaching-learning link (Harwood, 1999, Li & van Lieu, 2018).

A classroom assessment is a technique designed to assist teachers’ identification of what and how effective students learn in classrooms to refocus and enhance the teaching quality (Angelo & Cross, 1993). Cottell (1991) implemented several CAT forms in accounting classes that increased students’ learning enjoyment and academic performances in specific tasks. For example, quizzes, homework, and short essay questions were generally useful in promoting learning (Haugen & Becker, 2005). Angelo and Cross (1993) also emphasised that instructors should aim to provide effective feedback before the midterm or final examinations.

Concerning the EMI impact on students’ performance, Harrington and Roche (2014) emphasised the growing need for a post-enrollment assessment to ensure that the enrolled students possessed adequate linguistic resources for academic success. Following Dafouz and Camacho-Minano (2016), EMI was globally becoming a mainstream element among HEIs. Harb’s (2009) study on tertiary level students from the United Arab Emirates concluded that students’ academic
performance was dominantly and positively affected by a combination of competence in the English language and class participation. Besides, Feast (2002) affirmed a significantly positive relationship between EP (following the International English Language Testing System scores), and academic performance, (following the GPA). Harb and Shaarawi (2006) also reported that students’ English competency had the highest positive impact on student performance. However, a study by Al Zumor (2019) involving tertiary level students from the Saudi Arabia concluded that use of EMI has negative impact on students’ comprehensions of the content and ultimately their academic performance.

2. Method

2.1 Samples and Data Collection

This study adopted quantitative methods, whereby data was collected through a questionnaire survey. The first questionnaire section was designed to obtain information on students’ perceptions of whether instructors’ practice of CAT, EP, inadequate accounting textbooks and the orientation of accounting texts’ contents to the Saudi environment. The questionnaire used a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The first dimension encompassed 11 items measuring the CAT practice (the lack of quizzes and homework collections, and ungraded homework). The second dimension involved three items measuring students’ perception of the EP effect (contents of accounting courses insufficiently adapted to the Saudi Arabian environment, and the inadequate scenario and cases in accounting textbooks that proved irrelevant to the Saudi Arabian environment) in academic performance. The second questionnaire section was designed to obtain students’ demographic information such as gender, Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA), year of study, study major, and age.

The survey was conducted in Arabic before the end of the second semester for the academic year of 2017 and 2018. The targeted groups involved all accounting and non-accounting male and female students at the College of Business Administration. The survey was administered online for male participants, whereas the female counterparts completed the questionnaires during class sessions. The total anticipated study population was 760 students. From the 279 completed surveys, 257 were valid with a response rate of 33.8%. The study respondents were students enrolled in Accounting, Economics and Finance, Management, and Management Information System (MIS) degree programmes: Specifically, 25 (9.7%) participants were male and 232 (90.3%) participants were female. All four-degree programmes structure were similar during the first year, with students studying and being assessed in Accounting Principles I and II. The participants comprised of 42.8% accounting majors and 57.2% non-accounting majors. Specifically, the non-accounting majors encompassed 16.3% (Economics and Finance), whereas 40.9% involved Management and MIS majors. Most respondents (55.6%) achieved CGPAs below 2.5, 37% achieved CGPAs between 2.5 and 3.5, and only 7.4% had CGPAs ranging between 3.5 and 4.0. Resultantly, most respondents were in the low academic performance category following the CGPAs.

2.2 Data Analysis

The score differences in accounting and non-accounting major-students’ responses with the independent t-test were statistically insignificant using independent t-test (see Table 1), hence requiring further analysis for all groups.

Table 1. Independent sample t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Assessment Techniques</th>
<th>Levine’s Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>1.227</td>
<td>.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-.822</td>
<td>.412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Sig. (2-tailed) value in the result read 0.408 for CAT and .088 for EP (exceeding .05), thus reflecting no statistically-significant differences in the perceptions between accounting and non-accounting major students on CAT practices and perceptions of the EP effect in academic performance.

The questionnaire survey data were further examined for internal consistency and reliability using Cronbach’s Alpha and validity tests. Table 2 depicts the internal consistency, reliability, validity, and factor loading of the study items. The Cronbach’s Alpha value for the CAT and EP dimensions were .733 and .537, respectively. Higher Cronbach’s Alpha values corresponded to a more reliable test. Although there was no agreed cut-off point, Nunnally (1978) and Field (2005) argued that a score of 0.5 and above was acceptable. Additionally, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure test verified the sampling adequacy for the analysis with a KMO of .745 for the CAT dimension that exceeded the acceptable limit by Kaiser (1974) and .559 for the EP dimension. As such, the KMO scores in this study were considered high as the scores fell within the range of 0.5 and 0.7 (Hutcheson & Sofroniou, 1999).

Table 2. Validity and reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>Factor loading of CAT Dimension</th>
<th>Factor loading of EP Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAT1</td>
<td>Inadequate quizzes.</td>
<td>.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT2</td>
<td>Insufficient homework was assigned.</td>
<td>.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT3</td>
<td>Quizzes were conducted with trivial rewards.</td>
<td>.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT4</td>
<td>Homework was randomly collected and graded.</td>
<td>.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT5</td>
<td>Homework collected at the end of class but not graded or returned.</td>
<td>.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT6</td>
<td>Insufficient structured reviews were held outside regular classes before exams.</td>
<td>.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT7</td>
<td>Much focus on multiple-choice questions without allocating partial credits to students.</td>
<td>.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT8</td>
<td>The grading scheme is ill-defined.</td>
<td>.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT9</td>
<td>Prolonged delays in providing exam feedback.</td>
<td>.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT10</td>
<td>The effort-reward system is flawed.</td>
<td>.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT11</td>
<td>Student-faculty interaction is scarce.</td>
<td>.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP1</td>
<td>Understanding of accounting principles course materials hindered by poor English proficiency.</td>
<td>.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP2</td>
<td>Inadequate Saudi-centric adaptation in the accounting course content.</td>
<td>.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP3</td>
<td>Inadequate accounting textbooks highlighting problems and cases relevant to the Saudi Arabian environment.</td>
<td>.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMO and Bartlett’s Test</td>
<td>Cronbach’s Alpha</td>
<td>.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A variable was not normally distributed if the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) value had a significance of < 0.05. For example, the KS in Table 3 indicates a non-normal distribution for the EP dimension with a significance of .000. Regardless, the CAT dimension seemed normal with a significance of >.05. The skewness and kurtosis of the distribution were examined to obtain further insights into the normality nature. Notably, the normality assumption was rejected if the skewness was negatively or positively non-symmetrical. Nevertheless, it was reasonable to use statistics that assumed a normal distribution when the sample size exceeded 100 following the Central Limit Theorem.

Table 3. Normality test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Test of Normality</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom assessment</td>
<td>-.199</td>
<td>-.190</td>
<td>Kolmogorov-Smirnov</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English proficiency</td>
<td>-.199</td>
<td>-.471</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Implementation of CAT in Accounting Principles Courses

Externally, the extraction of students’ opinions and responses through an anonymous questionnaire-based survey was the first step towards CAT implementation (Cross & Angelo, 1988). The approach was employed to achieve the first objective in determining whether teachers’ CAT practices in Accounting Principles courses contributed to students’ performance. In this vein, the responses were valuable to gauge students’ perception of the teaching process.

Most respondents (54.9%) disagreed that there was a lack of quizzes in the Accounting Principle courses. Interestingly, it was agreed that the quizzes were not acknowledged with significant rewards (48.3%). Approximately 51.7% of the students disagreed that there was a lack of homework, whereas 43.6% stated that homework was collected but randomly graded. Nevertheless, most respondents agreed that assessment feedback, particularly examinations, were not obtained over a reasonable period and poor effort-reward (grade system) was possibly caused by an ill-defined grading scheme. Approximately 122 (47.4%) of the students conceded that student-instructor interactions were scarce.

Undeniably, the results indicated that Accounting Principles course instructors implemented classroom assessments to some extent in the form of quizzes and homework. The assessments were also graded with feedback albeit randomly. The finding corresponded to Angelo and Cross’s (1993) conclusion that assessments provided information to guide teachers and students in adjusting towards teaching and learning improvements. Further emphasis on classroom assessments was placed to encourage instructors to become more systematic and sensitive learning observers. Haugen and Becker (2005) reported that quizzes, homework, and short essay questions were often useful learning formats. In this regard, assessments did not necessarily need grading in line with Angelo and Cross (1993). In Haugen and Becker (2005), it was revealed that students subjected to frequent classroom assessments had significantly higher grade levels than other counterparts. Similarly, Cottell (1991) implemented several CAT forms in accounting classes that increased students’ learning enjoyment and specific task performance.

A key observation was derived from the exercise on another CAT implementation aspect. Several studies highlighted that regular descriptive feedback to students fostered on-going self-assessment towards what could be construed as quality achievement (Sadler, 1989; ODonovan, 2017; Pereira et al., 2016; Victor Lopez-Pastor & SiciliaCamacho, 2017). Conversely, students’ feedback would guide teachers to apply relevant remedial actions in students’ learning improvement. For example, students who were constantly exposed to the quality of visualisation and academic progression would be motivated to bridge the learning gap by adopting the CAT formulae as the next learning step.
Table 4. Descriptive analysis results depicting the practice of CAT by Accounting Principal instructors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAT1</td>
<td>Inadequate quizzes.</td>
<td>141 (54.9)</td>
<td>56 (21.8)</td>
<td>60 (23.3)</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT2</td>
<td>Insufficient homework was assigned.</td>
<td>133 (51.7)</td>
<td>60 (23.3)</td>
<td>64 (25)</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT3</td>
<td>Quizzes were conducted with a trivial reward.</td>
<td>50 (19.4)</td>
<td>83 (32.3)</td>
<td>124 (48.3)</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT4</td>
<td>Homework is randomly collected and graded.</td>
<td>112 (43.6)</td>
<td>74 (28.8)</td>
<td>71 (27.6)</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT5</td>
<td>Homework collected at the end of class but not graded or returned.</td>
<td>121 (47)</td>
<td>58 (22.6)</td>
<td>78 (30.4)</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT6</td>
<td>Insufficient structured reviews were held outside regular classes before exams.</td>
<td>89 (34.6)</td>
<td>51 (19.8)</td>
<td>117 (45.6)</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT7</td>
<td>Much focus on multiple-choice questions without allocating partial credit to students.</td>
<td>75 (29.2)</td>
<td>76 (29.6)</td>
<td>106 (41.2)</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT8</td>
<td>The grading scheme is ill-defined.</td>
<td>50 (19.5)</td>
<td>72 (28)</td>
<td>135 (52.5)</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT9</td>
<td>Prolonged delay in providing exam feedback.</td>
<td>58 (22.6)</td>
<td>52 (20.2)</td>
<td>147 (57.2)</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT10</td>
<td>The effort-reward system is flawed.</td>
<td>34 (13.3)</td>
<td>41 (16)</td>
<td>182 (70.7)</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT11</td>
<td>Student-faculty interaction is scarce.</td>
<td>57 (22.2)</td>
<td>78 (30.4)</td>
<td>122 (47.4)</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Students’ Perception of the EP Effect and Inadequate Accounting Textbook Content Oriented on the Saudi Arabian Environment Regarding Performance

The study examined students’ perception of whether EP and the inadequate availability of accounting textbooks with content oriented to the Saudi Arabian environment affected academic performance. The EMIs in accounting have steadily become mainstream in Saudi Arabian HEIs. Academicians and students believed that teaching the accounting curriculum in English could increase accounting graduates’ marketability (Srdar, 2017). Dafouz and Camacho-Minano (2016) emphasised that accounting students and graduates needed English mastery following the globalised economy that culminated in the growth of multinational companies.

As the Accounting Education Curriculum by the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) was entirely in English, the international business community has extensively adopted English as the primary external reporting language following foreign ownership prominence. Additionally,
Srdar (2017) highlighted that most Saudi Arabian private sector companies expected acceptable English competency as an employment criterion.

Resultantly, almost all (79%) students agreed that poor EP hindered the understanding of accounting materials. The situation was exacerbated by insufficient accounting textbooks and course learning materials relevant to the Saudi Arabian environment. It was further observed that current reference materials were entirely adopted in content, style, culture, and implementation from American textbooks which could be ambiguous in context and practice. Following Table 5, 50.8% and 55.8% of the students perceived that Accounting Principles course contents were insufficiently adapted to the Saudi Arabian environment and adequate textbooks in principle accounting courses were scarce and potentially contributed to low performance.

Table 5. Descriptive analysis results on students’ perception of EP, accounting textbook, and content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EP1</td>
<td>Understanding of the accounting principles course materials hindered by poor English proficiency.</td>
<td>25 (9.8)</td>
<td>29 (11.3)</td>
<td>202 (79.0)</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP2</td>
<td>Inadequate Saudi-centric adaptation among accounting course content.</td>
<td>55 (21.5)</td>
<td>71 (27.7)</td>
<td>130 (50.8)</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP3</td>
<td>Inadequate textbooks in accounting highlighting problems and cases oriented to the Saudi Arabian environment.</td>
<td>50 (19.6)</td>
<td>63 (24.6)</td>
<td>143 (55.8)</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion and Limitations

Given the vast study implications and scope, this research highlighted two objectives: to determine whether teachers’ CAT practice or implementation of in Accounting Principles courses contributed to students’ performance and examine students’ perception of whether EP and inadequate accounting textbook content affected performance. The study aimed to emphasise student performance as an implied construct that catalysed the first two objectives rather than true performance. The study outcomes on undergraduate students’ performance on accounting principle courses at the University of Hail predictably offered much insight into implementing an initiative to improve students’ performance through CAT.

The overall performance of undergraduates taking Accounting Principles courses was primarily skewed to lower performance. Generally, the university would be urged to implement appropriate measures for student performance improvement. Nevertheless, the documented low performance was not alarming considering the various factors impeding students’ academic performance. This study further analysed the factors to open channels or opportunities that implemented active teaching-learning pedagogical approaches to boost student performance. Following the survey response analyses, the students were encumbered by key factors that adversely affected performance. The principal issue among the responses was the lack of EP involving instructions, reference materials, textbooks, assignments, quizzes, and examinations conducted in English. In this vein, students were at a disadvantage from the beginning.

The survey responses also indicated that students needed more quizzes and interactions with instructors to retain high enthusiasm and the motivation to excel in Accounting Principles courses. The studies concluded that pre-examination interventions, previews, and tutorials were effective approaches to improve student learning, retention, and critical thinking, and key classroom activities to improve student performance (Becker, 2013; Sargent et. al., 2011; Young and Warren, 2011, Randolph, 2020, Terblanche & de Clercq, 2020). Thus, it was relevant to suggest that teachers consider adopting an approach that facilitated students’ examination preparation with pre-examination reviews and other learning interventions (tutorials).

Consequently, the study outcomes recommended intervention opportunities to improve student performance while conceding that the university presented a viable opportunity to implement CAT as an active learning approach for improved student performance. Several key observations contributed to students’ low performance. Typically, students
attended classes despite the lack of appropriate mental or psychological acumen for learning engagement. Inappropriately, many students viewed university attendance akin to a rite-of-passage to adulthood rather than an opportunity to acquire the necessary skills of a dynamic workforce.

Students were more likely conditioned towards conventional teaching methods in school without the appropriate motivation to pursue an excellent university education. Another observation involved the lack of positive interactions between teachers and students in and out of classes following relevant works of literature (Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Although some of the authentic active learning effects might not have been detected (the survey did not include the aim), a keen effort to cross-reference established concepts positively impacted student performance. A significant and relevant factor involved teachers’ ability to gauge teaching method effectiveness as the contributing elements towards student performance improvement. Hence, CAT facilitated teachers to achieve educational objectives while improving teacher-student interactions.

This study justified the significance of EP among students (response and performance-wise). Although most students perceived Accounting Principles course performance to be hinged on EP, the availability of adequate textbooks and study materials in English oriented towards the prevailing Saudi Arabian environment significantly influenced students’ perceptions of low performance. As the resultant unfamiliarity was a major regression for students, the gravity of the situation was not just an impediment involving inadequate language proficiency, but the circumstance involved adequate and appropriate class materials.

Conclusively, several suggestions could be made to improve students’ performances and current teaching approaches. For example, universities could implement a more structured CAT programme to establish and create an effective and active teaching-learning environment for students. The implementation should enable teachers to monitor and measure the effectiveness of teaching approaches for continued improvement. Although CAT is currently being practised, a structured basis remained lacking.

Universities could also attempt to offer textbooks and teaching materials that were relevant to the Saudi Arabian environment. For example, manuals and case studies should correspond to the existing conditions in Saudi Arabia. By enabling students to use the materials in an active and EP environment, the students would begin to show improved performance. The development of specific disciplinary-literacy in EMI and communication would tremendously benefit students globally if the students intended to pursue such potential.

Saudi Arabia has identified education as the pivotal catalyst of Vision 2030 (directed towards national economic transformation) from dependence on petroleum to an economy characterised by diversity, including industry, manufacturing, primary productivity, and adequately-trained and skilled populace. Furthermore, the government aspired to implement significant changes in higher education (through the National Transformation Programme) to produce educated, skilled, and motivated human resources (younger generations) that supported the vision of an economy that was no longer primarily dependent on petroleum.

Higher education transformations witnessed an increasing diversity among HEI students in Saudi Arabia. Students from different social and cultural backgrounds, experiences, and educational levels brought different needs and academic potentials. The challenge for Saudi Arabian universities was in recognising the diversity of needs that catered to a dynamic and heterogeneous student population. The emphasis should not only be on admitting a more extensive range of students, but the focus should be on ample and appropriate support for a reasonable chance to achieve Vision 2030.

Several study limitations served as important factors to be addressed for future research in this area. The limitations hinged on low reliability estimates from the self-reported questionnaires for several reasons. The identified reasons included the replication of questionnaire items from a previous study conducted in a Saudi Arabian university. Regardless, some of the items or instructions might not have been clearly expressed, thus causing participants to misinterpret the items and lowering the internal consistency of the responses. Additionally, the inclusion of a neutral response in the five-point Likert-scale potentially reduced the variances (apart from inducing a central tendency) and possibly contributed to lower reliability estimates.
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